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Counting the steps 
• Introduce executive functioning skills   

• Australian Curriculum for Mathematics in the foundation year  

• Link executive functioning  to the proficiency strands  

• Highlight some experiences in ECEC where children draw on Maths and EF 

• Make links between the research in executive functioning  and mathematical 
achievement 

• If you would like a copy of the notes - 
 

suesouthey@optusnet.com.au 
lisasonter@gmail.com  

mailto:suesouthey@optusnet.com.au


Why use an executive functioning lens? 

Using the lens of executive functioning allows 
us 

• Notice where children are having 
challenges  

• Use a problem solving approach to find 
new ways to support these children  

•  To provide learning experiences that align 
with children’s brain function 

• This is evidence informed practice  

 

(Raver & Blair, 2016). 
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Elements of executive functioning  
Working 
memory  

Inhibitory 
control  

Flexible 
thinking  
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Working memory – the capacity to hold and manipulate information in our heads over short periods of time.Inhibitory Control – the skill we use to master and filter our thoughts and impulses so we can resist temptations, distractions, and habits and to pause and think before we act – close links to self regulationCognitive or mental flexibility – the capacity to nimbly switch gears and adjust to changed demands, priorities or perspectives. It enables us to apply different rules in different settings.



Number & Place Value 

https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?
v=59Ad_jqhD68 
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Working memory  
 

Inhibitory control  
 
Flexible thinking  
 

•Recall numeral  
•Recall rote sequence  
•Recall touch counting  
•Recall process for 
representing with objects  
 

•Focus on task 
•Resist playing with cubes  
•Wait for their turn  

•Switch between different 
representations of number  
 
 
 
 
 

Representing Number  



Australian Curriculum Foundation Year  
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Sue speakingThere are many activities in kindergarten that support the development of mathematical language that builds a foundation for content knowledge in:Number & algebraMeasurement & geometry Statistics and probabilityHowever we are not aiming to ‘push down’ foundation year content into kindergarten Our goal is to build children’s capacity to engage with the proficiency stands by building executive functioning skills  



Building a foundation for maths  
There are many activities in ECEC settings that support the 

development of mathematical language that builds a 
foundation for content knowledge in: 
 Number & algebra 
 Measurement & geometry  
 Statistics and probability 

 However we are not aiming to ‘push down’ foundation 
year content into ECEC 

 Our goal is to build children’s capacity to engage with 
the proficiency stands by building executive functioning 
skills   
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Linking proficiency strands and executive functioning skills 
Working 
memory 

Inhibitory 
control 

Flexible 
thinking  

understanding includes connecting names, 
numerals and quantities 

x x x 

fluency counting numbers in sequences, 
continuing patterns and comparing 

the lengths of objects  

x x x 

problem-solving model authentic problems, sorting 
objects, using familiar counting 
sequences to solve unfamiliar 
problems and discussing the 

reasonableness of the answer  

x x x 

reasoning explaining comparisons of 
quantities, creating patterns and 
explaining processes for indirect 

comparison of length.  

x x x 
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SueRe understanding:I added flexible thinking to understanding as they need to be able to switch thinking e.g. from verbal digits to written symbolsInhibitory control also comes in e.g inhibiting one representation of a symbol in favour of another e.g. differentiating between 6 and 9Understanding – recall mathematical words/ideas and what they mean, link different representations of number Fluency – speed and accuracy to retrieve concepts Problem solving  - using mathematical lang to describe real life, see abstract qualities and to manipulate this information to come up with new solutions Reasoning – justify/explain using mathematical language 



Design  
• When children design they create 

rules for themselves about how 
they will construct their design  

• These rules can often be 
interpreted from a mathematical 
perspective: 

• Spatial language  & relationships  
• Quantity 
• Mathematical relationships (e,g, 

patterning, symmetry, 1-1 
correspondence ) 

 



Design  

Owen demonstrates an 
awareness of these 
mathematical 
concepts: 

• 1-1correspondence  
• Enclosing space 
• Seriating size 
• Quantifying  
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Design work and executive functioning  
 
Working memory  
 

Inhibitory control  
 
Flexible thinking  
 

•Recall their own rules  
•Recall counting process: 

•Rote  
•1-1 correspondence   
•Representing quantity 
with numerals  

 

•Stay focussed  
•Apply their own rules  
•Accomplish their goal  

•Switch between different attributes of 
the objects e.g. Cylindrical and 
wooden  
•Problem solving to follow their own 
rules e.g. What do they do when they 
run out of a set that they need? 
•Experience sets of objects as both 
design objects and objects to be 
counted 
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Outdoors: Loose parts 
What mathematical concepts or language could be 

introduced or discussed with these children? 
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They can talk through these examples- we don’t need to make this explicit



 
 
 

Loose parts and executive functioning  

 
Working memory  
 

Inhibitory control  
 
Flexible thinking  
 

•Recall concept 
•Recall safety practices 
 

•Staying focussed 
•Limiting attributes 
•Sharing resources/turn 
taking  

•Problem solving- design 
•Transferring ideas 
•Viewing objects in different 
ways 
•Representing ideas in a 
variety of ways 
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Executive functioning/self regulation linked to school 
success 

 Assessments of executive functioning during preschool years consistently predict 
academic achievement & social maturity throughout school years  

 Children who display age appropriate self regulation  skills tend to 

 perform better in school 

 display fewer behavioural problems  

 more socially competent  

 Difficulties with self regulation are stable and indicative of future social and 
academic problems in elementary school and adolescence (Lengua 2003, cited in 
Winsler, Ducenne & Korry, 2011) 

 
(Berk & Meyers, 2013;  Winsler, Ducenne & Koury, 
2011).  
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Winsler, A., Ducenne, L., & Koury, A. (2011). Singing one's way to self-regulation: The role of early music and movement curricula and private speech. Early Education and Development, 22. Retrieved from http://winslerlab.gmu.edu/pubs/WinslerKouryDucenneEED.pdf doi:10.1080/10409280903585739Berk, L. E., & Meyers, A. B. (2013). The role of make believe play in the development of executive function: Status of research and future directions American Journal of Play 6(1). 



It takes more than counting the steps from ECEC 
services to school 

to foster self-regulated mathematical learners!  
 

suesouthey@optusnet.com.au 
lisasonter@gmail.com  
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Children just entering school face many novel tasks which place particularly heavy demands on cognitive processes such as short-term, working memory, and executive functioning. Bull, Espy & Wiebe, 2008, p. 209Good short-term memory, working memory, and particularly executive functioning skills provide children with an immediate advantage in the school learning environment, providing them with a head-start in mathematics and reading that is maintained through-out the first few years of primary schooling. Children with poor executive functioning may make errors in a range of learning activities due to difficulty remembering and carrying out instructions, inhibiting irrelevant information and staying focussed on task, and planning and monitoring progress of individual steps of the task as it progresses …Bull Espy & Wiebe 225Often, early maths instruction focuses exclusively on specific skills such as number knowledge (Clements & Sarama, 201; Verdine et al, 2014). Focus on EF and spatial skills might pay dividends in preparing children to succeed in mathematics. Verdine et al. 2014.Our goal is to build children’s capacity to engage with the proficiency stands by building executive functioning skills  
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